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 Meet the American Millennial Christian donor. They 
are 18 to 38-year-old students, parents, 
entrepreneurs and professionals. They have unique 
giving priorities, expectations for involvement, and 
knowledge of issues different than other 
generations. But do they give as frequently and as 
generously as their older counterparts?
 
Non-profit leaders in and outside of the faith 
community have been curiously optimistic about 
how to engage the next generation. They have seen 
how celebrity popularized charities and new giving 
technology has influence how they think about 
giving. In an effort of relevance, many have shifted 
their emerging donor outreach to look and feel like 
something they think Millennials would want. 

 As we set out to launch The MENA Collective, we 
wanted to gather quantifiable data to better 
understand the philanthropic motivations of at least 
half of our target donor demographic - the illusive, 
yet emerging Millennial donor. Transactional 
philanthropy has become a primary way of doing 
good in the mind of many Millennials, but will they 
give to ministry, specifically, one focused on 
resourcing local Christian communities in the MENA 
region? This report seeks to answer this and other 
related questions.
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The purpose of this 

study is two fold: 

 

1) We want to better 

understand how 

and why Millennial 

Christians give. 

 

2) We want to 

ascertain what 

Millennial Christians 

really think about 

the 

Middle East.

In this study, we observed how and why Millennial Christians give and provide insight 
into the marketing, messaging, and giving strategies that can successfully attract the 
next generation. Despite being the most educated generation, we also asked this group 
of Christian Millennials what their impression of the Middle East was. The take-aways 
and results are truly surprising and very illuminating.   
 
In January, 2019, we conducted an anonymous, nationwide survey of Millennial 
Christians living in the United States with 446 respondents between the ages of 18 and 
38. The participants were asked about their giving habits, why they support nonprofits 
(and which ones), and what their thoughts are regarding the Middle East. This research, 
along with targeted focus groups conducted after the initial survey, further provides an 
important perspective into engaging with a new generation of future resource partners.
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When it comes to Christian Millennials and 

giving...building a community is key.

- The #1 reason Millennial Christians give is  because they believe in the cause and that 
their gift is important. However, when it comes to giving habits, only 38% give regularly 
to a nonprofit. 
 
- If Millennial Christians give to a nonprofit, it most likely to their local church (28%) over 
a humanitarian organization (14%), missions (5%), or to child sponsorship organization 
(4%).
 
- If they could only give to one nonprofit, Millennial Christians would be willing to give 
to a local church (25%) where they are a integral part of a community or to a local 
nonprofit that helps meet local physical needs such as helping the homeless (24%).
 
-They want to give where they can personally see the impact of their gift over causes 
such as human trafficking (17%) or disaster relief (10%) which they may never see the 
fruit of their gift.

We must create an authentic and transparent community 

that collectively give towards the MENA region.

While 48% of Millennials cite financial challenges as the main reason for not supporting 
nonprofits, 36% admit to having a hard time trusting that non-profits will use their money 
with integrity. Millennial Christians are loyal to causes that are local, but this does not 
mean they won't give to global projects. It does mean that the more local we can make 
our community, the more effective we will be at reaching and recruiting them. This is why 
having a solid peer-to-peer strategy in place will be key.  Additionally, the MENA Collective 
will need to establish a genuine sense of community through consistent engagement. 
 
The research shows that Millennial Christians are very skeptical of nonprofit organizations 
because of misuse of funds by other Christian aid organizations. This has led Millennials to 
be very cautious and expect full transparency and proper stewardship.  Though cautious, 
they are giving  to nonprofits that openly state how donations will be used and those who 
provide them with ongoing access to information on how their money is being spent and 
the impact their gift is having. In addition, Millennial Christians will give to causes that 
they are newly educated about as well. Movements such as the "End It Movement" or 
Passion's Def Bible Campaign serve as great examples of this.  
 
What the research also shows is that even Millennial Christians who are financially well off 
feel that they don’t have enough “extra money” to give back. The key in activating 
Millennial giving is understanding that they will not give unless they feel personally 
connected to the mission and that that can clearly see how their contribution makes a 
real impact.
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What the study showed  about Millennial Giving

We asked "What is the single biggest reason that you would 
support a charitable cause?" The primary answers are as follows:
 
      1. Knowing that I make a difference.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     2. It is a cause that I believe in.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Looking at the data, we wanted to find out if Christian Millennials 
really give to nonprofits?
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We also wanted to know what kind of organizations they prefer to 
support. This will help us better identify their giving interests. 

“I give because of 

the story.” – 

Vinciane, 

Age 29

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“A stand alone 

media post is not 

enough to sell 

me. If a heartfelt 

brief post may 

get me to click 

through to a blog 

post then the 

write will help 

me integrity for 

myself if it’s a 

cause I want to 

get behind.” – 

Paula, Age 31

"Giving allows me to be involved, even if I can’t volunteer or go 
where they are."
 
"I want to see life transformation."
 
"I want to see measurable results like a dashboard on the 
website that shows how we are making an impact."

"Feeling like I am a part of something bigger than myself."
 
"I like when I have personally been impacted by the issue – or 
know someone who has."
 
"The story is really important to me... like why are you doing what 
you are doing, what inspired you, what has happened because of 
it."

38% of Millennial Christians have given directly to a charity, church or 
nonprofit in the last 6 months.
 
When they do give, they are more likely to give when their gift is a 
part of a matching gift.
 
Most Millennials consider philanthropy through purchase (TOMS, 
Warby Parker, etc.) as equal to making a charitable contribution.

26% of Millennial Christians would financially support their local 
church
25% would choose to support a local non-profit that helped the 
homeless
17% of Millennial Christians would support a nonprofit that fights 
sex trafficking.
10% would donate to a disaster relief organization
15% would give to some sort of humanitarian group
5% would give to the sponsorship of a child or to foreign 
missions
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What the study showed us  about Millennial Giving

We also asked why Christian Millennials don’t give. Their responses 
were as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Respondents were also asked a series of subjective questions 
regarding their thoughts and concerns on why they don’t give. They 
can be placed in the following three categories:
 
1. Those who don't trust the organizations
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Those who don't know of good organizations to give to
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Those who feel they don't have any extra money to give.

“Giving what little I 

have and not 

knowing what 

percentage 

actually goes to 

the cause and how 

much is spent 

paying people 

who work on the 

cause really 

matters.” 

– Brian, 

Age 30

 

 

 

“I don’t need an 

organization to 

send me a T-Shirt 

or a pen. I want to 

know that the 

money I gave is 

going to the cause, 

not something I’m 

going to throw 

away.” – Margeaux, 

Age 33

48% don’t give to a nonprofit because they feel they don’t 
have enough money to make a difference.
35% don’t think the nonprofit will use money well
7% believe they don’t have time to give
3% say they don’t know any good nonprofits to give to

"I don't know the leaders and their character."
"I don't know how the organizations will use the money. Will it 
go to the cause or just overhead."

One respondent replied during a follow up interview that that 

wanted to know “Is the charity enriching itself? Does the charity 

preach the Gospel? Does the charity align itself with non-Christian 

views to receive government funds? World Vision lost my 

sponsorship of many years when I found they partnered with those I 

could not support. It is hard to be a good steward of God's blessings 

especially because I want giving to make a difference and not just 

support a building.”

"There are so many options, I don't know which to choose."
"I don’t know how to choose the right one."
“Deciding which ones to give to is difficult. I receive 20+ 
solicitations in the mail weekly.”
 
Another respondent from the D.C. area stated, “It's hard to choose 
which is the best use for the money. Like most people, I always 
want to give, but of course have limited funds and want to give to 
where I think the money's most effective. While I'm glad there are 
so many organizations, but it's almost hard to pick where to give, 
especially since they're all worthy causes.”

"I don’t think my little donation will make a difference."
“I’d love to give, but I’m just a student with bills and don’t have 
the money to give.”
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Our major finding: Christian Millennials do not 

know or understand the importance of the 

MENA region. 
When it comes to their knowledge of the Middle East, Millennials 
associate the Middle East with terrorism (44%), human rights 
(18%) and Israel (15%). Younger respondents are more likely to 
want to know what life is like in the Middle East while older 
Millennials are more likely to associate the region with war or 
friends who fought in the war(s).
 
Despite the fact that the MENA region is home to 19 of the 
world’s 50 most hostile nations towards Christians, Millennial 
Christians are twice as likely to think of tourism (6%) before they 
associate the Middle East with the persecuted church (3%).
 
Christian Millennials admit to not being aware of what is really 
going on in that region of the world. The majority of what they 
learn about the Middle East comes through social media posts on 
human interest stories and what is covered in the mainstream 
media. 
 
The Millennials we spoke with want to hear and see stories 
through social media of individuals who are encountering Jesus 
and what life is really like in the Middle East from the men, 
women, and children who live there.  One clear issue that came 
up in discussions is that a majority of Millennial Christians don’t 
trust the mainstream media to tell the whole or true story when it 
comes to Christianity in the MENA region.
 
It is clear that we must educate this generation on the Middle 
East and work to overcome the negative stereotypes and 
associations they have with the  region such as terrorism, war, or 
oil.
 
As digital natives, the Millennials we spoke with want to share 
their knowledge and understanding of what is really going on in 
the Middle East with their social media networks and friends if 
they were equipped with the tools, knowledge, and experience of 
the region. 
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What the study showed about Christian Millennials 

and the Middle East

In a series of follow up interviews, 
respondents were asked a series of 
subjective questions regarding their 
thoughts and concerns on the Middle East. 
They can be placed in the following four 
categories:
 
1. Those who have concerns about violence 
or terrorism.
Keeping in mind that for most Millennials, 
America has been at war in the region for at 
least half of their lives, we heard comments 
such as:
"It's a breeding ground for global terrorists 
(will they come over here?)."
"War could break out at any moment."
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Christian Millennials don’t know enough about the Middle East, but they 

want to hear stories about those who live there.

Terrorism
44%

Human Rights
18%

Israel
15%

Various
14%

Tourism
6%

The Persecuted Church
3%

When you hear about the Middle East, what is the first 
thing that comes to mind?

2. Those who have concerns about human rights.
These respondents expressed concerns about the economic livelihood of the families who 
live in the MENA region. They believe that there is a misperception about what life is really 
like there. They also believe that the land is filled with innocent people are caught in the 
crossfire such as children, women who are oppressed, or the persecuted church.

“I am concerned that terrorism has made the other people in the Middle East 
forgotten. There are many people being oppressed at the hands of the terrorist 
and I think it is often overlooked.”
“I would love to travel to the Middle East as it has a rich history and beautiful 
landscapes. However, I do not feel that it would be safe to travel there due to the 
terrorism that is prevalent in the area.”

“I hear news stories about young women who are deprived of an education, and 
that concerns me. Furthermore, I do not know if what I am hearing about on 
media tells the whole story. I want more unbiased and truthful reporting about 
the Middle East.”
“I am concerned for the innocent people caught in the middle of all of the 
violence. I cannot imagine living under constant threat like they do.”
“I have friends who are from the Middle East who have families that they can't go 
visit, because they may not be able to return to the USA.”
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What the study showed about the Middle East

3. Those who have concerns for or about Israel.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There were also a number of respondents who expressed concern about the instability in 
the region (specifically mentioning Israel), both politically and religiously.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Those who don't know enough yet, but who want to learn more. 
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“I need to know more about the Middle East. It's like we have no context to how people’s 

lives are actually alike... If I give to a nonprofit, I want to know how they are uniquely solving 

the problem. Are they using new technology, new ways of doing things?” – J.J, Age 27

"Israel is surrounded by countries who want to kill it."
 
“Israel -- I am most worried about how other countries are reacting to Israel, they 
are portrayed in such a terrible light. People hate the State of Israel simply 
because of what they are shown in the media or because they have not searched 
out for themselves and are simply spouting rhetoric. I am afraid that one day the 
rest of the world will turn on Israel simply out of hatred and ignorance. America 
can make a huge difference and I hope that they will continue to support Israel 
and avoid another Holocaust and or equally tragic events that may unfold since 
they are literally surrounded by countries that hate them.”

“The political and economic instability leads to more war, persecution, and 
extremism.” 
 
“Can this situation even be fixed?”

"I don't trust what the media says. All the media shows is negative or very 
biased."
 
"I honestly have not looked deep enough into issues in the Middle East to make 
an informed statement about it. It would be true if I said I am concerned about 
the way the Middle East is portrayed and I would like to know what it is really 
like."
 
“You never hear any good news from there.”
 
“I am concerned about the Middle East and I don't think the media gives us the 
full details of how it is over there. There is a bias because of where we live, and 
that is unjustly because there are innocent people there as well who still need 
protection.”
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Marketing Implications & Strategies

"The MENA Collective is a global giving community of 
believers working together and standing in solidarity with 
the Christians of the Greater Middle East and North Africa 
to achieve the Great Commission."

Recently, speaker and author Grant Skeldon,  founder of Initiative Network, a Dallas based 
ministry engaging Millennial influencers wrote: "Millennials aren’t drawn to causes. 
They’re drawn to cause communities." Grant is 100% correct, as our research supports. 
Fad fundraisers like the KONY 2012 or the ALS ice bucket challenge come and go. The 
need hasn’t gone away, but the community has faded. Therefore, the Millennials have 
gone too. We must never underestimate the power of community and the power of 
connecting that community to real people and real stories from the region. What the 
MENA Collective has to keep continually focused on is building a community that 
connects local believers in the West to Christian leaders in the MENA region.
 
As we work to build a digital community, we can equip Millennials to share their (most 
likely new) knowledge of what is going on in the Middle East with their social media 
networks and friends by providing exclusive content, knowledge, and experiences that 
can connect them with the Church in the MENA region. Since they don’t trust the media 
to tell the real story, . They want to hear stories of individuals that can relate to who are 
encountering Jesus in the Middle East. 
 
To do this, we intend to use social media and multi-media platforms to give a behind-the-
scenes experience to MENA Collective members so that they can hear from individuals 
who live there. Based on our findings, we will need to:
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Clarify how the money we raise will be used with a visual representation of where 
the money goes and the actual difference it will make.
Understand that Millennials still trust and believe in their local church. Partnering 
with church organizations and leaders will be essential to expanding our reach 
and establishing our creditability.
Find ways to equip our Collective members with the ability and resources to 
share our story with their peers. 
Enable Millennial Christians to do effective research on the nonprofit. The 
website is vitally important to helping our prospective collective members 
quickly understand who the organization is, how they make a difference, and 
what their impact will be.
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Conclusions

About this report and Survey - This survey and report have been compiled at the 
request of The MENA Collective and conducted by The MENA Collective and The 
Millennial Solution. 
 
The methods: An online survey was distributed on Facebook (180 respondents) and 
through Survey Monkey panels (443 respondents) to a total of 638 respondents. 
Participants were self-selected Christians, including Protestants and Catholics, 
between the ages of 18 and 38. Respondents were fairly evenly distributed across the 
country. This is with a margin of error of 6%. 57% of respondents were women. 42% 
were male. 1% of respondents preferred not to identify their gender. In looking at 
classifications by life stage, 39% were young professionals, 19% students, 16% moms 
and 6% were entrepreneurs. The Millennial respondents can also be classified by the 
"Millennial A" or over 30 and "Millennial B" who are under 30. Of the respondents, 40% 
were under 30 while 60% were over 30.
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The data collected in this report confirms 
a number of assumptions and beliefs 
presented in the initial prospectus 
presented to SRG. The findings of this 
study confirms that our social media,  
story rich marketing strategy, and cross 
generational approach is both wise and 
prudent.   

Visual storytelling will play a central role in communicating the needs of the projects 
that we are supporting and in demonstrating the real impact that the Collective 
partners can have. We have the challenging but not impossible tasks of changing the 
narratives, altering false impressions, fostering real Christian community, and showing 
the tangible impact and difference that our partners are able to make. Videos that 
highlight ministry partners, stories from the region, and project results are going to be 
needed from the outset. 

We will need to show more than tell...

Through our various avenues of social media and our interactive website, we will have 
a tremendous opportunity to educate the public through inspiration. By providing 
regular prayer requests and updates, we can not only inspire Christians to pray and to 
give, but we can also inform them of the realities of the Church in the MENA region. 
This will also serve as a quick response mechanism to mobilize prayer and giving in 
response to any crisis, disaster, or important positive event such as a new ministry 
launch or an important milestone passed in the region. We will also invite The 
Collective to offer their own prayers and videos in the private group pages for the 
members, further building a greater sense of community.   


